Fiction Titles - JF Magic
Amazing Magnetism by Rebecca Carmi
Electric Storm by Anne Capeci
Food Chain Frenzy by Anne Capeci
The Giant Germ by Anne Capeci
The Great Shark Escape by Jennifer Johnston
The Search for the Missing Bones by Eva Moore
The Truth about Bats by Eva Moore

8x8 Collection
The Magic School Bus Blows Its Top: A Book About Volcanoes
The Magic School Bus Inside Ralphie: A Book About Germs
The Magic School Bus in the Arctic: A Book About Heat
The Magic School Bus Gets Eaten: A Book About Food Chains

Easy Readers - E Magic
The Magic School Bus and the Missing Tooth by Jeanette Lane
The Magic School Bus: Flies From the Nest by Joanna Cole
The Magic School Bus Flies With the Dinosaurs by Martin Schwabacher
The Magic School Bus Has a Heart by Anne Capeci
The Magic School Bus Lost in the Snow by Joanna Cole
The Magic School Bus Rides the Wind by Anne Capeci
The Magic School Bus Takes a Moonwalk by Joanna Cole

If we do not have what you're looking for, let us know and we can have another library send it over for you!
Non Fiction Titles

The Magic School Bus......
And the Climate Challenge     J 363.738 COL
And the Electric Field Trip     J 621.3 COL
And the Science Fair Expedition     J 507.8 COL
At the Waterworks     J 628.1 COL
Explores the Senses     J 612.8 COL
Explores the World of Animals     J 591.7 WHI
Gets Programmed: a Book about Computers     J 004 COL
In the Rain Forest     J 577.34 COL
In the Time of the Dinosaurs     J 567.9 COL
Inside a Hurricane     J 551.55 COL
Inside the Earth     J 551 COL
Inside the Human Body     J 612 COL
Kicks Up a Storm: a Book about the Weather     J 551.5 COL
Lost in the Solar System     J 523.3 COL
Makes a Rainbow: a Book about Color     J 535.6 COL
Meets the Rot Squad: a Book About Decomposition     J 574.5 COL
On the Ocean Floor     J 591.92 COL
Plants Seeds: a Book about How Living Things Grow     J 582 COL
Taking Flight: a Book about Flight     J 629.132 COL
Ups and Downs: a Book about Floating and Sinking     J 523.25 COL
Creepy, Crawly Fun!
Human Body     J DVD 612 MAG
Gets Eaten     J VID 574.53 MAG
Gets Lost In Space     J VID 523.4 MAG
Goes to Seed     J VID 582 GOE
Greatest Adventures     J VID 523 MAG
Holiday Special     J DVD 394.26 MAG
In a Beehive     J VID 595.79 MAG
Makes a Rainbow: the Secrets of Colors     J VID 535.6 MAG
Plays Ball     J VID 531.11 MAG
Space Adventures     J DVD 523.3 MAG
Spins a Web: the Special Ways of Spiders     J VID 595.4 MAG
Super Sports Fun     J DVD 372.35 MAG
Taking Flight     J VID 520 MAG
Under Construction     J VID 624 MAG

VIDEOS and DVDs

The Magic School Bus......
Blows It's Top     J VID 551.2 MAG
Bugs, Bugs, Bug     J DVD 595.7 MAG
Catches a Wave     J DVD 791.45 MAG

VIDEOS and DVDs

The Magic School Bus......
Blows It's Top     J VID 551.2 MAG
Bugs, Bugs, Bug     J DVD 595.7 MAG
Catches a Wave     J DVD 791.45 MAG